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LECTURE ABSTRACT
Scanning micromirrors are MEMS devices that can steer, modulate and switch light. In addition to being widely used in portable projectors, scanning micromirrors can be applied in numerous sensing applications such as laser beam steering, 3D mapping, micro-lidar, micro-spectrometers, compressive sensing cameras, and endomicroscopy. In all these applications, scanning micromirrors are the enabling device for miniaturization and integration. In this talk, the principles of electrostatic, electromagnetic, electrothermal and piezoelectric actuation mechanisms will be first introduced. Then the designs and fabrication technologies of various MEMS mirrors based on these actuation mechanisms will be presented. After that, four application areas will be discussed, including micro-lidar, micro-spectrometers, compressive sensing cameras, and endomicroscopy. For each application area, theoretical background and the state of the art will be briefly reviewed, followed by a more compressive introduction of one or two specific examples. Finally, the remaining challenges, development trends and more potential applications of scanning micromirrors will be discussed.
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